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In recent years two methods for determining the Bose-Einstein condensate

fraction n in He II have been advanced. The first is based on extracting n

from the momentum distribution function n(p), which is obtained from inelastic

neutron-scattering measurements involving large momentum transfers ll.-

The second nethod makes use of the temperature variation of the pair distribution

function g(r) in the vicinity of the X-point [2] and hinges on the decomposition

of the first and second reduced density matrices, ShL and -fi-̂  , suggested by

Frohlich ;3j. While the first method seems now to be reasonably well-established

[4], the second has been rather controversial and its present status is still

ambiguous [5-8].

This communication attempts to shed further light on the latter method,

deriving in the process an exceedingly simple formula for n in terms of

FrBhlich's so-called cluster functions, Aj_ and A ^ . in passing, the ground

is prepared for a more thorough investigation of the nature of the condensate

itself.

We begin with the familiar equations for -O-^ and S~lj :

SL^hfL) = tlc M + Ailii'-Ti) (1)
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where N is the total number of particles in the system. The basic physical

content of these two equations is simple enough: ^ 1 ^ is merely split up into

a "coherent" part (or condensate) as well as an "incoherent" part (or depletion).

Furthermore, the general form of j i j is inferred from basic symmetry arguments

[3].

Invoking the usual definition for g(r, - r_ ) = g(r):

(3)
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we finally obtain, upon combining Eqs. (1) and (2), Thls has prompted us to re-examine the whole issue - this time using

the correct asymptotic expressions for D.L (r) and g(r) derived from basic

physical principles- [ll]; namely,

To proceed further Cuamings, Hyland and Rowlands [2] proposed the

controversial method already alluded to. This is based, in essence, on the

following three statements concerning the diagonal cluster functions. First,

A,(r) ~ 0 at r > 4.0 A . Second, in contrast, A j (r) does not vanish

until r approaches <J 12 A . And, third, A,(r) is related, in the region

4.0 < r <• 12 A , to the radial distribution function g (r) pertaining
** n

to the normal liquid (T> 2 - 2 K ); in this region, g (r) seems to be weakly

dependent on temperature [9, 10]. With these assertions n is found to be

given by ^

. . . „ - . ( ^T,T~J - 1 ,

n.to N (6)

(5)

T~(T + ) being the temperature below (above) the >.-point.

Implicit in this equation is the assumption that the right-hand side

Is independent of r, which in turn has been construed to imply that the

numerator is of the form •£{ T ) 1** (r) whereas the denominator „, F (r).

However, this factorization has been seriously questioned, along with the

uniqueness of the exponent [6]. Besides, it is readily seen that the inclusion

of triplet, and higher-order, correlations would render the r- and T -dependence

too interwoven for such a simple factorization to be feasible. Even more to the

point, it has been cogently demonstrated that the so-called "anomalous"

correlation functions, which have been neglected in deriving Eq. (5), play a

crucial role in the above r-region [5,8].

We believe that these, and related, doubts cast on the validity of the

foregoing method for determining n can ultimately be attributed to the

confusion in the length scales associated with A(_ and "i . More

precisely, the asymptotic limits of these quantities have not been handled

properly.

and

> 1 _ B( T)/_4
(7)

where

BIT) =
(8)

p, a and c being, respectively, the bulk density, the He atomic mass and

the first speed of sound in the liquid.

Returning now to Eq. (4), we can easily derive the following simple

formula for n :
o

= i lim
2 T^><»

which represents our principal result.

Several remarks are in order here.

First, both A ^ (r) and A 2 (r) vanish asymptotically; but the

ratio ( A ^ / A [ | remains finite as r-» - , approaching the r-independent

(albeit temperature-dependent) quantity 2n . The r-independence follows

from the key observation that the diagonal cluster functions ^J r in

this limit.

Second, difficulties with the anonalouB functions do not arise

here; we are working in an r-region where these terms have already "faded

away".

(9)
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Third, both ..A t and i a r e associated with the ^coherent, rather

than coherent, part of tho system. Thus our result for n seems paradoxical
o

at first sight; however, the implication is that these cluster functions

retain some sort of "memory" of the condensate - a situation not uncommon in

physics.

Fourth, A i (r) i s simply the Fourier transform of n(p); it is

available from both experiment [ 10 J and the Monte Carlo calculations [12].

Conversely, _A~ (r) is at present a "black box". In principle, it should

follow from the liquid structure factor (among other related quantities),

whose long wavelength limit may reveal some insight about the asymptotic

behaviour of A - (r). Me therefore urge experimentalists to try and

explore carefully this region of low momentum transfers, notwithstanding

the difficulties connected with small-angle scattering, especially since

this also happens to be the region where information about small ( He)

molecules (at sufficiently low temperatures) could be extracted, if these

exist at all. At any rate, a microscopic prescription for A a , which is

intimately linked with the effective interaction of the system, is still

lacking. At the same time, however, Eq. (9) can be viewed as a statement

on the asymptotic limit of A ^ (r), assuming n is given. In fact, the

recent values of n [4] indicate that A , (r-* ») » 0.25 A ± ( r -t »)

at 1.0 K, This in turn implies that triplet, and presumably higher-order,

.correlations are likely to be significant. All these problems are currently

under investigation.

Finally, there is the question of the underlying picture involved:

Uhat is the nature of the condensate itself? Is it some sort of a "smeared"

or generalized condensate, as recent experiments seem to hint at [13]?

This again is being examined and the results will be reported elsewhere.
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